MISSION, VISION, AND VALUES

VA’s Mission
To fulfill President Lincoln’s promise—“To care for him who shall have borne the battle, and for his widow, and his orphan”—by serving and honoring the men and women who are America’s Veterans.

VA Franchise Fund’s Mission
To be the provider of choice of common administrative support services for VA and other government agency customers, enabling them to best meet their primary missions.

VA Franchise Fund’s Vision
To provide comprehensive business solutions for tomorrow’s government.

VA Franchise Fund’s Values
To guide us in fulfilling our mission, our employees strive to uphold core values that are consistent and closely aligned with those of VA. These values include integrity, commitment, advocacy, respect, and excellence.

VA CORE VALUES

Integrity
Act with high moral principle. Adhere to the highest professional standards. Maintain the trust and confidence of all with whom I engage.

Commitment
Work diligently to serve Veterans and other beneficiaries. Be driven by an earnest belief in VA’s mission. Fulfill my individual responsibilities and organizational responsibilities.

Advocacy
Be truly Veteran-centric by identifying, fully considering, and appropriately advancing the interests of Veterans and other beneficiaries.

Respect
Treat all those I serve and with whom I work with dignity and respect. Show respect to earn it.

Excellence
Strive for the highest quality and continuous improvement. Be thoughtful and decisive in leadership, accountable for my actions, willing to admit mistakes, and rigorous in correcting them.
MEMBERS OF THE VA FRANCHISE FUND NETWORK

Origin of the VA Franchise Fund
The VA Franchise Fund was established under the authority of the Government Management Reform Act of 1994 and the VA and Housing and Urban Development and Independent Agencies Appropriations Act of 1997. VA was selected by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) in 1996 as one of six Executive branch agencies to establish a franchise fund pilot program. Created as a revolving fund, the VA Franchise Fund began providing common administrative support services to VA and other government agencies in 1997 on a fee-for-service basis. In 2006, under the Military Quality of Life and Veterans Affairs Appropriations Act, Public Law 109-114, permanent status was conferred upon the VA Franchise Fund.

Organizational Structure
The VA Franchise Fund is comprised of an administrative office (Franchise Fund Oversight Office) and six self-supporting lines of business (Enterprise Centers). The directors of the individual Enterprise Centers and their staffs are responsible for customer liaison and coordination, business planning and development, staffing, and execution of day-to-day business activities consistent with their annual business plans. The Franchise Fund Board of Directors is composed of representatives from the three VA organizations that manage the Enterprise Centers (the Office of Management; Office of Operations, Security, and Preparedness; and Office of Information and Technology), major organizations within VA (Veterans Health Administration (VHA), Veterans Benefits Administration (VBA), and National Cemetery Administration (NCA), and pertinent VA staff offices).
MEMBERS OF THE VA FRANCHISE FUND NETWORK

Entrepreneurial Network
We are one of the leading fee-for-service operations in government. By employing people nationwide to execute our day-to-day business activities, we provide our customers with services that save resources and allow them to concentrate on mission-critical functions within their organizations. We have positioned ourselves to meet the needs of any Federal agency at competitive prices.

Business Segments
The VA Franchise Fund is comprised of three major segments: information technology (IT), financial management (FM), and security and law enforcement (S&LE). The chart below shows the revenue among our segments for FY 2011 through FY 2013.

The IT segment generated $265 million in revenue in FY 2013, compared to $229 million in FY 2012.

The FM segment generated $211 million in FY 2013, compared to $189 million in FY 2012.

The S&LE segment ended FY 2013 with over $22 million in revenue which is consistent with the $22 million in revenue reported at the end of FY 2012.
Management’s Discussion and Analysis

Financial Management (FM)

Debt Management Center (St. Paul, MN)
- Account Maintenance
- Administrative Offset
- Enhancement of VHA Debt Management Services
- Expanded VHA Debt Management Tools
- Business Process Optimization

Franchise Fund Oversight Office (Washington, DC)
- Administrative Support to the Enterprise Centers
- Budget Formulation and Execution Analysis
- Financial and Business Planning Oversight
- Audit of Consolidated Financial Statements
- Annual Report Coordination
- Marketing Strategies
- Strategic Plan Coordination

Security and Law Enforcement (S&LE)

Law Enforcement Training Center (Little Rock, AR)
- Administrator
- Advanced Crime Scene Collection
- Advanced Patrol Officer
- Armorer
- Basic Police Officer
- Basic Police Officer without meals and lodging
- Combined ATR/Tactical
- Crime Scene Photography
- Detective
- Dispatcher
- Evidence Custodian
- Executive Leadership
- Firearms Instructor
- Firearms Instructor Recertification
- First Line and Intermediate Supervisor Training
- Fraud/Computer Crime
- Ground Defense and Recovery
- Ground Defense and Recovery Recertification
- Instructor Development
- Mobile Training Teams
- Physical Security
- Technical Surveillance Installation
- Theft and Fraud in Hospitals
- Traffic Accident Investigations
- USAF Basic Police Officer
- USAF Security Guard
- Verbal Defense in Healthcare

Enterprise Operations (Austin, TX, Falling Waters, WV, Hines, IL, Philadelphia, PA, Quantico, VA)
- Systems Hosting Services
- Application Management
- Information Assurance
- Data Conversion and Data Interfacing

Information Technology (IT)

Law Enforcement Training Center (Little Rock, AR)
- Background Investigations and Adjudications
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Information Technology

Enterprise Operations (EO). Comprised of data centers in Austin, TX; Fallings Waters, WV; Hines, IL; Philadelphia, PA; and Quantico, VA; the EO provides comprehensive e-government solutions to match the critical needs of VA and other Federal agency customers, from managing data to automating business processes. The EO supports over 300 customer applications that provide mission-critical data for financial management, payroll, human resources, logistics, medical records, eligibility benefits and supply functions. In addition, the EO offers a full complement of technical solutions to best meet customer needs.

Records Center and Vault (RCV). Located in a subterranean, climate-controlled facility in a remote Midwestern part of the country, the RCV provides records storage, protection, and management services for official Federal records. The 403,160 square foot facility is certified by the National Archives and Records Administration to operate as an agency records center. General, vital, and unscheduled records, as well as records pending litigation freezes are safely and securely stored in paper or film format for Federal customers.

Financial Management

Debt Management Center (DMC). Located in St. Paul, MN, the DMC is a centralized facility that provides direct collection of delinquent consumer debt owed to VA. The DMC’s main services can be divided into two core areas, account maintenance and administrative offset.

The DMC’s account maintenance services provide a complete debt management and collection program. From establishment through disposition of the receivables, the DMC provides a full spectrum of administrative services to properly handle their customers’ accounts receivable needs. The DMC also manages the administrative offset process for both internal benefit offsets and those referred to the Department of Treasury (Treasury) for offset under the Treasury Offset Program (TOP).

Financial Services Center (FSC). Located in Austin, TX, the FSC provides a full range of financial and accounting services. These services include financial reports and accounting, invoice payments, credit card payments, medical claims adjudication and payment processing, vendor file maintenance, discount subsistence purchases, and payroll processing. The FSC also provides customer support help desks for payroll, travel and payment processing, electronic commerce/electronic data interchange, automated document management, audit recovery, permanent change of station and temporary duty travel pay processing, common administrative services, accounting training, and consulting.

Franchise Fund Oversight Office (FFO). Located in Washington, DC, the FFO functions as the business office for the VA Franchise Fund. As such, the FFO is responsible for providing administrative support to the Enterprise Centers by directing and analyzing budget formulation and execution processes, administering financial resources, overseeing business planning activities, managing the annual financial statement audit for the Fund, preparing the annual reports and strategic plans, coordinating marketing activities, and serving as the liaison between the Enterprise Centers, their customers, and the VA Franchise Fund Board of Directors.

Security and Law Enforcement

Law Enforcement Training Center (LETC). Located in Little Rock, AR, the LETC provides special training for police officers working in a health care or service-oriented environment. Emphasizing training in health care or limited jurisdiction environments, the LETC is available to approximately 3,300 law enforcement personnel working at VA health care facilities and to law enforcement professionals at other Federal agencies.

Security and Investigations Center (SIC). Located in North Little Rock, AR, the SIC provides quality background investigations and timely adjudications for VA employees in public trust positions and all risk levels for VA contractors nationwide. Additionally, the SIC provides security checks for appointees, high-level award recipients centralized to the Secretary of VA, and supports the Personal Identification Verification (PIV) process for employees, contractors, and affiliates of the Department.
LETTER TO STAKEHOLDERS

On behalf of the Franchise Fund, I invite you to examine our FY 2013 Annual Report outlining the VA Enterprise Centers’ accomplishments and plans for next year, and the Franchise Fund’s audited financial statements. This report documents the Franchise Fund’s progress in the delivery of world class support services to VA and other government agencies (OGA). We ended FY 2013 with total revenue of $498 million, which is a significant increase from FY 2012 revenue.

The Franchise Fund’s progress resulted in many noteworthy accomplishments. They include:

- Attaining an unqualified audit opinion of our financial statements for the 16th consecutive year.
- The VA deployed the Enterprise Management Framework (EMF), which enables enterprise-wide reporting of IT service management information including release, configuration, change, and incident management (EO).
- Exceeding FY 2013 performance goal of 95 percent of Veterans or beneficiaries who contacted DMC without receiving a busy signal by increasing the number of toll-free phone lines and financial specialist phone agents (DMC).
- Continuing to make improvements to reduce reconciliation differences between VA and its trading partners, the VA’s Intragovernmental Accounting section processed over $575 million in corrections during FY 2013 (FSC).
- Continuing the Mobile Training Team (MTT) concept in FY 2013. This enabled LETC to export specific training to field locations, saving our customers over $170 thousand in travel and tuition (LETC).
- Clearing the background investigation backlog and adjudicating investigations within 20 days, which resulted in the total number of investigative actions exceeding 22,000 for the first time in history (SIC).
- Improving the VA’s current Records Retrieval System (RRS). RRS is the online application used by VA RCV and its VA customers to record and monitor incoming VA records, temporary file withdrawals and returns, and permanent file recalls (RCV).

These successful endeavors are examples of the Franchise Fund providing world class support services to our Federal customers. The success of the Franchise Fund would not have been possible without the support of its customers. We thank all of our customers for their continuing support.

I am pleased to submit the Department of Veterans Affairs Franchise Fund FY 2013 Annual Report. We look forward to the coming year and are confident that we will continue to demonstrate sound business practices.

Helen Tierney
Executive in Charge, Office of Management, and Chief Financial Officer
OUR STAKEHOLDERS

Our ultimate stakeholders are Veterans and their families who directly benefit from the services VA provides and those who carefully monitor the delivery of these services, including the Office of Management and Budget, Congressional authorization and appropriations committees and subcommittees, and Veterans Service Organizations. Other stakeholders include VA and other government agencies.

As knowledgeable government professionals, we provide our stakeholders with creative, cost-effective, and practical solutions to help them accomplish their primary mission. Although Federal agencies have unique missions, our collective experience enables us to give expert advice from an insider’s point of view, as we understand unique requirements and financial constraints. We realize that we must compete for business every day to retain our customers’ trust and confidence.

The American public holds us accountable to high standards as we spend their tax dollars to administer government programs. Expensive and wasteful practices are not acceptable. We embrace resilience and resourcefulness as we adopt business practices that enable us to become more efficient and responsive.

External Stakeholders
- Veterans and their families
- Office of Management and Budget
- Congressional authorization and appropriations committees and subcommittees
- Veterans Service Organizations
- Private sector vendors
- Department of Agriculture
- Department of Defense
- Department of Health and Human Services
- Department of Homeland Security
- Department of the Interior
- Environmental Protection Agency
- Government Accountability Office
- National Archives and Record Administration
- Postal Rate Commission

Internal Stakeholders
- Veterans Benefits Administration (VBA)
- Veterans Health Administration (VHA)
- National Cemetery Administration (NCA)
- VA Staff Offices

VA Franchise Fund
Revenue Sources – VA vs. OGA
($ in thousands)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>VA</th>
<th>OGA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FY 2011</td>
<td>$341,195</td>
<td>$98,337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY 2012</td>
<td>$343,549</td>
<td>$96,107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY 2013</td>
<td>$401,840</td>
<td>$96,273</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
COMPARISON OF CUSTOMER REVENUE FROM FY 2011–2013

Approximately four-fifths of our revenue comes from VA customers. The remaining one-fifth comes from a wide variety of other government agency (OGA) customers. Within VA, VHA programs provide the most revenue to the Enterprise Centers.

Revenue from OGA customers remained consistent between FY 2012 and FY 2013. The Franchise Fund ended FY 2013 with $96 million, which is consistent with FY 2012 levels of $96 million. This consistent revenue was maintained due to the FSC’s increased number of claims submitted and processed for Immigration and Customs Enforcement Health Services Corps (IHSC) and the Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) which offset revenue decreases from the Department of Energy’s permanent withdrawal of its entire inventory of records stored at the RCV as well as the LETC’s significant decrease in OGA student attendance due to travel reduction and budget sequestration.

During FY 2012 to FY 2013, EO discontinued providing support to the Department of Justice and the General Services Administration. As a result of this, EO’s OGA revenue decreased by $.5 million from FY 2012 to FY 2013.
EO Supports Major Transformation Initiatives

The Enterprise Operations (EO) continues to support the Secretary of VA’s transformation initiatives, and remains committed to Continuous Readiness in Information Security (CRISP), the former Deputy Secretary’s initiative to eliminate the information security material weakness noted during previous VA financial statement audits. The EO is host of the Enterprise Management Framework (EMF), which enables enterprise-wide reporting of IT service management information including release, configuration, change, and incident management.

Cloud Delivery Model

The EO’s new cloud delivery model leverages many technology components and practices already in existence to deliver functionality in shorter timeframes and support the efforts of VA IT projects to deploy working business functionality in less than six months. Within the cloud, development servers are created instantly, as needed by developers, rather than being hindered by administrative delay. The EO cloud is home to VA Product Development’s integrated development environment, providing a secure, standardized computing platform to enable the creation of cutting-edge applications.

Cost Containment Strategies

The EO’s primary cost containment effort is the continued use of server virtualization. As more and more applications migrate to the EO, the first consideration for hosting is on virtualized servers. Virtualization has proven to reduce costs in several areas. These include:

**Physical Servers:** Virtualization saves by cutting the need to invest in physical server hardware by a ratio of 10:1.

**Labor:** By reducing the number of physical servers, less labor is needed to rack and cable physical servers, provision virtual guest servers, and manage computer resources.
Energy Consumption: By reducing the number of physical servers, less energy is required to power servers and cool the EO computer rooms.

Space: Investment in IT capital expenditures, server racks, and labor to rack and stack physical servers in computer room space is reduced due to the elimination of physical server sprawl.

Resource Flexibility: Computer resources i.e., CPU, memory, Input/Output (IO) network and disk, and disk space can easily be changed (added or deleted) in the guest virtual environments, as well as guests environments can be migrated from one physical server to another.

The EO helps contain costs by continuing to standardize enterprise storage. The EO has completed a technical refresh of its enterprise storage with Hitachi. This new technology has several features that are helping to contain costs, including less investment in storage hardware and software management tools. These storage tools also lead to reduced labor costs because management of the enterprise storage farm can be accomplished with fewer administrators. Further, by standardizing on Hitachi, the need for labor expertise for multiple vendors’ storage technology is reduced. Finally, the newer technology allows for storage virtualization by enabling the EO to manage other storage technologies with Hitachi tools.

**OMB Exhibit 300 Project Support**

The EO provides support to the following OMB Exhibit 300 level investment projects:

**Decision Support Legacy application** enables hospitals to compute their costs for treating individual patients and providing specific services, to view corporate data for management and quality improvement purposes, and to conduct clinical studies.

**Financial Management System** is a standardized, integrated VA-wide system that interfaces externally with the Department of the Treasury, General Services Administration (GSA), the Internal Revenue Service, the Defense Logistics Agency, and various commercial vendors and banks for electronic billing and payment purposes. This system supports the collection, processing, and dissemination of several billion dollars of financial information and transactions each fiscal year.

**VETSNET** provides a system that will support claims processing from establishment, development, and rating, to award and payment. VETSNET will provide for more streamlined, accurate processing of claims and availability to Veteran data, including claims history. This translates into better, timelier service to Veterans through the improved access to Veteran and claim data, on-time updates, and immediate status on pay.

**VistA Foundations Modernization applications** include Dental Encounter System, Debt Management System, Lab Sharing and Interoperability, VHA Data Translation, Environmental Agents Systems, Environmental Epidemiology Service, Emerging Pathogens Initiative, Essence, Functional Status and Outcomes Database, Home Based Primary Care, Hospital Laboratory, Lockbox, Medical SAS files, Mailserver Mumps Farm, Master Patient Index, National Item File, National Patient Care Database, Non-Veteran Hospital System, Patient Assessment File, Program Cost Reporting, Prisoner of War, Residential Home Care, Spinal Cord Injury, Treasury Offset Program, Veterans Canteen Application, Vitria/VistA Interface Engines, VHA Work Measurement, and Workers Compensation Information System.

**Enrollment applications** include Enrollment Database, Enrollment System Redesign, Health Eligibility Center, Eligibility Phase II Priority Letters, and Operation Enduring Freedom.


**Payroll/HR Systems applications** include Personnel and Accounting Integrated Data (PAID) System.
Health Data Repository (HDR) is a clinical data repository of clinical information that resides on one or more independent platforms and is used by clinicians and other personnel to facilitate patient-centric care. The data in HDR is retrieved from existing VistA files and organized in a format that supports the delivery of care, regardless of the patient's location or where the patient has been treated in the past.

Loan Guaranty Maintenance and Operations include applications Lockbox Funding Fee, Loan Guaranty Processing, Mortgage Loan Accounting Center, and Customer Owned Assets.


Other applications include Allocation Resource Center, FEE Basis Treatment/Central Fee (FEE), Pharmacy Re-Engineering, VA Talent Management System, HealtheVet-Vista, and MyHealtheVet.
Management’s Discussion and Analysis

Direct Access Storage Device (DASD) Trends

The EO has an established enterprise DASD environment that meets mainframe and open systems storage performance and data volume requirements, protects data against hardware failure, creates data snapshots, and replicates data to remote sites for contingency planning and disaster recovery. Industry-wide decreases in hardware costs per unit and the use of best practices have resulted in a continued decline in DASD rates. In FY 2012, the EO implemented Hitachi hardware and software installations at the EO data centers in Austin, Hines, and Philadelphia. This DASD infrastructure supports routine, mission essential and mission critical servers with highly available, fault-tolerant storage at the three data centers. Under this new infrastructure, failover can be accomplished to either of the other two DR sites. This new solution includes two additional petabytes of usable storage and incorporates and interoperates with the existing investment in EMC Corporation storage subsystems, software, and infrastructure. All disk storage systems will be incorporated into this replacement solution as the environments’ current hardware components reach end of life cycle. The depreciation expense associated with this capital expenditure is included in the FY 2014 and FY 2015 rates. As a result of increased workloads in FY 2012 and FY 2013, the DASD rate was reduced to $1.00. Based on current workload projections, the DASD rate will decrease to $.90 in both FY 2014 and FY 2015. The EO anticipates additional DASD workload from recent initiatives such as MHV and Surgical Quality & Workflow Management (SQWM). In addition, several legacy applications are expecting increases in DASD workload. The applications include Loan Guaranty (LGY), VBA Corporate (CRP), ESSENCE (ESE), and Administrative Data Repository (ADR). FY 2015 plans are to move from a single rate for disk storage to tiered rates based on disk performance. Customers will gain the ability to match the performance they pay for to the performance needed for each application. The top disk storage tier will provide the ultimate disk storage performance by exploiting the latest disk technologies such as solid state drives. Additional tiers will be slower, but they will also have lower rates. This will give customers the ability to store data that meets their performance requirements at the lowest possible cost per gigabyte.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DASD Workload</td>
<td>4,349,334</td>
<td>8,246,089</td>
<td>9,881,573</td>
<td>11,357,790</td>
<td>12,394,001</td>
<td>12,394,001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DASD Rate</td>
<td>$1.89</td>
<td>$1.72</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$0.90</td>
<td>$0.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DASD-REPL Workload</td>
<td>324,296</td>
<td>410,723</td>
<td>702,262</td>
<td>666,772</td>
<td>939,301</td>
<td>939,301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DASD-REPL Rate</td>
<td>$10.42</td>
<td>$9.62</td>
<td>$6.85</td>
<td>$6.30</td>
<td>$5.67</td>
<td>$5.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*DASD-REPL denotes data storage that is electronically vaulted to a remote data center for application data recovery in the event of a disaster.*
Central Processing Unit (CPU)

Rate trends are illustrated in the CPU chart below. With workloads relatively stable between FY 2010 and FY 2014, the EO was able to reduce the CPU rate in FY 2011 and hold constant in FY 2012. Increases in estimated FY 2013 costs resulted in moderate increases in the CPU rates; however, costs in FY 2014 are expected to decrease resulting in a rate reduction. As FY 2015 CPU costs are expected to remain constant, rates should remain unchanged from FY 2014 to FY 2015.

*CPU-E and CPU-C denote CPU processing that can resume application processing within 72 hours and 12 hours respectively of a declared disaster on a mainframe computer.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SEGMENT - RCV

Records Destruction
In late FY 2012, VHA provided approval for a substantial volume of records to be destroyed. Previously, these records were required to be retained for possible litigation reasons. In prior years, the RCV projected annual records destructions in the 250-1,000 cubic feet range. With the records VHA has recently approved, the RCV anticipates destroying approximately 18,000 cubic feet of records. The on-site shredder cannot accommodate this volume, nor does RCV have the manpower to process and shred these. The RCV staff accomplished the on-site shredding and destruction of over 8,700 cubic feet of records. In August 2013, our contracting support staff awarded a contract to a commercial vendor to handle the remaining volume. Our agreements with our customers dictate VA-witnessed destructions and RCV intend to meet our obligations.

Records Retrieval System
The RCV staff are currently working with EO programmers to implement improvements to our current Records Retrieval System (RRS). RRS is the online application used by the RCV and its VA customers to record and monitor incoming VA records, temporary file withdrawals and returns, and permanent file recalls. The initial improvement rolled out was an update to the log-in system. Due to the implementation of PIV card log in to Active Directory, many VA customers would forget their Active Directory password or their passwords would expire. As the RRS required the entry of Active Directory log in information and passwords, RRS customers required a great amount of assistance from the RCV and their local IT support to reset passwords and gain entry. The new roll-out has resulted in the elimination of support requests. Several customers expressed their gratitude and satisfaction with the new system.

Safety Management
RCV has an outstanding safety record, with no accidents or incidents occurring in over eight years. The floors of the RCV storage facility are concrete and limestone, and RCV technicians are often required to climb 12-15’ high ladders. Thanks to diligent staff and safety guidelines, there have been no injuries in the reporting period.
Information Technology Segment Plans for 2014 and Beyond

In FY 2014, the EO plans to purchase servers and upgrade a mainframe server to provide hardware on which to create virtual servers and for use in disaster recovery. The EO will also repurpose an IBM server for use as a virtual machine. The EO plans to purchase storage for the disaster recovery environment and upgrade the virtual tape library used for backup. In addition, the EO plans to modify the chilled water system; purchase Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) phone systems and peripherals, a security camera, and a motor control center; modify the existing electrical distribution system and replace the generator fuel system, expand UPS, develop a centralized monitoring system for the computer room environment, and upgrade existing roof security. The EO also plans to install an automated fire suppression system.

- **Servers.** Historically, the EO has been required to upgrade server platforms for which vendors provide warranty and/or on-going maintenance service only for a limited time and as the equipment ages, the cost of maintenance dramatically increases or is not available because the vendor has completely discontinued support. It is imperative that the EO have a vendor supported platform to be able to resolve problems or have parts replaced quickly, minimizing impact to our customers. Additionally, while vendors may still provide maintenance on aging equipment, at times hardware changes that can be made to an existing platform are limited. This limits the EO’s ability to adapt/enhance the platforms to support any approved programmatic changes and if alternatives don’t exist, it forces a platform upgrade.

Currently, the EO plans to upgrade servers at data centers located at Philadelphia, Hines, Culpepper, and Quantico to keep the applications being supported by these platforms on vendor supported hardware, satisfy our customers’ production and disaster recovery needs, and to control the maintenance costs, enabling the EO to continue to provide cost-effective services to customers. If these platforms are not upgraded, the risk of significant and adverse customer impacts increases dramatically and jeopardizes the EO’s ability to satisfy its service level agreements. These physical mainframe resources will also be used to create virtual servers. Overall, the ability to transition an application from running on a physical server to a virtual one can be affected/constrained by a variety of factors (cost, security, application software, vendor support, physical location), and on occasions when a virtual server environment is unable to support requirements, a physical server would still be required. In addition, the EO will move all production IT systems from CRDC in Falling Waters, WV to CRRC in Martinsburg, WV.

Going forward, the EO will continue to have a need to upgrade existing platforms though the number of physical platforms is decreasing due to the EO’s aggressive move towards virtualization of servers, e.g. consolidating customer environments onto fewer hardware platforms.

- **Disk Storage.** The EO storage environment consists of three main sites: Austin, TX; Hines, IL; and Philadelphia, PA (with disaster recovery/replication capabilities between the three), a smaller site at Quantico, VA (with DR capability to Culpepper, VA), and a standalone site at Martinsburg, WV. Additional capacity procurements for the existing Enterprise Storage environments will address the current and future consolidated storage needs of each of the EO data centers. Associated costs will be partially offset by reduced maintenance costs as older storage equipment is retired.

- **Enterprise Backup (EBU).** The EO began executing a comprehensive enhancement of the tape backup environment in FY 2012. The EO will continue to replace existing backup capabilities with a uniform solution to improve performance while providing high availability and standardization across data centers. The EBU solution has the available capacity to support additional projects as they come online within each the EO data center.

- **Network.** The network currently consists of six pairs of chassis-based switches distributed across the computer room floors in the data centers. This requires several cables to be run under the floors (home runs) to the locations of the switches. In the future, the EO will remove the cabling from under the computer room floors to support the installation of water-chiller pipes for cooling. In an effort to accomplish this, the EO will move to a “POD-Based” design for network cabling. This will keep all copper cabling locally within the pods. The only cabling permitted outside a pod will be fiber installed in overhead trays. Also, the pod design is modular and allows expansion by simply ordering another pod and fitting it into the overall design. The new pod architecture allows us to complete the backup network, offer 10GB connectivity to our customers, and consolidate equipment, minimizing future costs.
Management’s Discussion and Analysis

◆ Data Center Facilities. The EO plans to maintain, expand, and improve various data center facility infrastructures in order to ensure services to Veterans are not interrupted. All aspects of infrastructure support will be enhanced. The perimeter of each campus will be hardened against outside physical threats and inside the perimeter our security will be enhanced to mitigate unauthorized intrusions. Personnel safety systems will be upgraded to protect staff, and communication systems will be updated to support newer technology opportunities, increasing efficiency in operations. Modifications to electrical systems are planned to enable the EO to handle increased loads, which will support IT growth and data center consolidation efforts. In addition, mechanical systems will be upgraded with newer technologies that provide higher reliability and enable the EO to conserve energy, reducing our carbon footprint. When all projects are completed, the EO will be positioned to provide substantially improved services to Veterans as well as reduce costs to the Government for years to come.

◆ Projected Warehouse Capacity Limits: Based on current business trends, RCV anticipates reaching maximum capacity in the middle of FY 2014. In late FY 2012, the RCV staff explored the possibility of acquiring new space, but based on financial reasons, waning customer commitments, and OMB guidance, expansion is not feasible. The RCV anticipates meeting its revenue goals for the current fiscal year, as well as FYs 2014-2015 by providing continued customer support with the current inventory. The RCV will work directly with customers to destroy approved records and provide storage space when space becomes available.
Vendor File Maintenance
The FSC maintains the FMS vendor file with over 2 million records. The FSC processed over 1.4 million requests to modify the vendor file in FY 2013. Additionally, the FSC answered over 44,000 customer service requests related to the FMS vendor file in 2013. In FY 2011, VA embarked on a renewed effort to eliminate paper check payments. The FSC continues to support this effort by contacting medical and commercial vendors who receive checks and by disseminating notification to current medical providers in order to convert payments from check to Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT). In FY 2012, VHA embarked on an effort to reduce cash on hand used for Veteran benefit travel payments by converting to electronic payments. The FSC supported this effort in FY 2013 by developing a data transfer mechanism that uses data from VBA systems to make electronic payments to Veterans. The FSC continues to support this effort by maintaining FMS Automated Veteran Input System (AVIS) which is used to add Veterans’ banking information to the FMS vendor file. The FSC tracks and monitors the number of check versus EFT payments and vendor conversions based on the monthly payment files. Continued focus on enrolling vendors to receive electronic payments has increased the VA electronic payment percentage to 84 percent for medical providers and 98 percent for non-medical vendors.

Centralization of Payments
During FY 2013, the FSC continued to serve as VHA's centralized payment office for certified and matched invoices for purchased goods and services as well as construction payments. The FSC processes over 1 million commercial vendor payments annually. Performance results indicate improvements in payment processing timeliness and accuracy as well as cost savings. Continued reductions in interest penalties for late payments were realized along with consistently strong performance in maximizing vendor discounts earned.

Centralization of Permanent Change of Station (PCS)
The FSC has implemented a Web-based PCS Travel Portal to automate the flow of Intra-agency Transfer Requests, VA Form 3918, and Requests for Permanent Duty, VA Form 3036c throughout VA. The portal streamlines the process for initiating and approving travel documents required by relocating employees who are authorized PCS travel entitlements. Human Resources, budget, and approving officials can now use a Web-based application with electronic flow of documents and electronic signature functionality in lieu of the former labor-intensive manual process. Results in FY 2013 showed a 64 percent reduction in document processing time. Relocating employees benefit from this process improvement through increased time available for move preparations and through the receipt of timely counseling on PCS entitlements. In FY 2013, the FSC established over 2,354 station users in the travel portal at 393 VA stations and successfully processed 869 employee moves electronically using the PCS Travel Portal.

The FSC has also put into production the first phase of a PCS claims automation initiative. Employees can now view a list of their authorized entitlements, select that document and populate the needed reimbursable information. Upon submission, the FSC claims preparers receive a routing notification to compute the claim. It is then automatically routed to the approving official for review and signature. Finally, it is routed to the FSC’s auditors for payment processing. During FY 2013, 2,856 claims were processed through the PCS portal with an average time of 2.75 days; an 81 percent improvement in claims document processing time.

Financial and Accounting Training
The FSC provides training to VA personnel in the areas of Finance and Accounting. The FSC staff offers Financial Management System (FMS), Construction Accounting, Fixed Assets, Agent Cashier, Standard General Ledger, Integrated Funds Distribution Control Point Activity Accounting and Procurement (IFCAP) and SF 224 training on site in Austin as well as remotely at locations in the field. The FSC classes are well received and consistently receive high scores on student evaluations.

Electronic-Business
The FSC continues to support VHA Chief Business Office (CBO) EDI Revenue Office initiatives by processing medical claims and insurance verifications transactions and sending them to VA clearinghouses, Emdeon and MedData. Claims status messages and reports submitted through the EDI process are sent to VA Medical Centers. Furthermore, the
FSC processes medical claims, remittance advice, and explanation of benefits from PNC Bank or Trailblazer, and sends them to VA medical centers for processing in the integrated billing and accounts receivable Veterans Health Information Systems and Technology Architecture (VistA) modules. The FSC also works with its partners such as VistA developers, Emdeon, MedData, and CBO Project Managers to research issues, provide solutions, reach a consensus on action plans, and implement necessary changes.

The FSC’s Electronic Commerce Division (ECD) adopted procedures leading to their recognition with a Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) Level 3 certification—the only VA organization to hold this certification. This industry-standard certification signals the FSC’s commitment to product quality and production efficiency. The CMMI methodology integrates the entire spectrum of software development including software engineering, testing and project management to improve product and service quality, optimizing project schedules, reducing lifecycle costs and increase customer satisfaction. It also provides information to assess process performance, prioritize improvement actions, and better link projects to business objectives.

ECD continues to use the CMMI methodology to support all software development initiatives and has shared artifacts, processes, and procedures with other services within the FSC. This has enabled those services to become more efficient in their development process. After going through a rigorous appraisal process, ECD was re-certified as a CMMI Level 3 organization in September 2012.

Purchased Care Pilot

VHA is one of the world’s largest health care delivery organizations. VA manages authorization, claims processing, and reimbursement for services acquired from Non-VA healthcare providers through the Fee Basis (Fee) program. The use of Fee is generally only authorized when appropriate VA services and/or facilities are not available or cannot be economically provided to the Veteran due to geographical inaccessibility. The VHA CBO, Purchased Care, developed a comprehensive set of requirements to outline a vision for the future state of purchased care.

The FSC contracted with a Lead System Integrator in April 2012 to deliver the future state system for the project. The FSC acquired a Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS) package in support of CBO to meet their future state requirements. PegaSystems is used for business rules, claims adjudication workflow, and correspondence generation, supporting the future system. The FSC is supporting the development of the future system as well as interface development for 14 identified interfaces. This initiative stands to reduce an estimated $500 million of erroneous payments annually for this program and represents a major challenge.

Disaster Recovery

The FSC also maintains a capability to respond to and survive any disaster, by maintaining a disaster recovery site at the FSC Waco Payment Center located 100 miles away from the FSC’s primary Austin, TX site. This recovery site is in a different communication and utility grid, enhancing its survivability. The FSC utilizes a “mirrored” data storage capability which greatly reduces the time required to restore access to and functionality of the FSC major systems/applications. These major systems/applications are tested annually at the Waco recovery site. In FY 2013, the FSC’s annual test included a highly successful complete failover test of all major system/applications as well as the FSC network and telecommunications.

Medical Claims Processing

At VHA CBO’s request, the FSC undertook a major medical claims payment project, currently in development, that has the potential to significantly expand the FSC’s Medical Claims Payment product line. The project is designed to develop a system to process all types of Fee Basis claims starting with one Veterans Integrated Service Network (VISN) as a pilot. The FSC is developing an automated process, which includes an eligibility check process, that integrates data from existing VA data systems to automate the process of determining a Veteran’s eligibility for care, an internet-based Referral and Authorization System for medical centers to manage care for Veterans, and using a newly procured off-the-shelf business process management tool and claims adjudication software to create a highly automated claims adjudication processing system. Upon pilot completion, the FSC anticipates a decision to implement a nationwide process. In addition to this project, the FSC supports the VHA CBO Dialysis contract program claims processing project.

The FSC provides the Department of Homeland Security and the Department of Health and Human Services with an integrated, end-to-end medical claims payment processing application in conjunction with document processing through an Optical Character Reader. State-of-the-art technology is being applied to automate and Web-enable this application. This application represents a full life-cycle; automated service from the time an invoice reaches the
FSC through generation of payment, and fully complies with the “Prompt Payment Act” (PPA) and Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA).

Commercial Vendor Payments

VA continued to enhance its vendor payment processes throughout 2013. Overall VA interest penalties paid per million dollars disbursed decreased from $38 per million in FY 2012 to $23 per million in FY 2013. At the same time, VA earned 95 percent ($5.6 million) of its available discounts. The FSC interest penalties paid per million dollars disbursed also improved from $12 per million in FY 2012 to $11 per million in FY 2013, another new record low performance level. Additionally, the FSC earned 95 percent ($4.9 million) of its available discounts.

VA also continued to gain efficiencies and improve performance from an initiative started in FY 2004 which centralized vendor payment activities at the FSC. Through this centralization VA strengthened its focus on identifying and preventing improper vendor payments. The FSC reviews VA vendor payments daily to systematically identify, prevent, and recover improper payments made to commercial vendors. Current payment files are matched to identify and, where possible, prevent duplicates prior to payment. Payments from prior fiscal years are matched to identify potential duplicate payments for further analysis, assessment and, as appropriate, collection. Additionally, the FSC reviews vendor payments to identify and collect improper payments resulting from erroneous interest penalties.

Overall, during FY 2013, collections of improper payments totaled $15.8 million from payment recapture audits. The FSC was able to identify and take action on $60.8K in improper payments for the Franchise Fund in FY 2013. Improved payment oversight enabled VA to identify and cancel over $21.8 million in potential improper payments prior to disbursement. Of the $21.8 million canceled for VA, $386K was attributable to the Franchise Fund.
Debt Collection

The DMC collects debts arising from a beneficiary’s participation in VBA education, compensation, pension, and loan guaranty benefit programs. Under the education benefit program, VA pays benefits under four different education programs to Veterans or their beneficiaries to further their education. Compensation benefits are paid to Veterans who incurred a disability while in military service. Pension benefits are paid under an income-based program. The loan guaranty program allows a Veteran to acquire a VA guaranteed loan for housing purposes. Debts normally arise as a result of a change in entitlement that either reduces the amount to be paid or terminates the benefit due to non-entitlement. The DMC contacts the debtor as soon as possible after creation of a debt. They request payment in full or attempt to establish a satisfactory repayment agreement if the beneficiary is unable to make a lump sum payment. If benefits are available for offset, the DMC notifies the debtor and satisfies the debt administratively through internal offset. If the DMC’s collection efforts are unsuccessful, they ensure that debts are promptly referred to the Department of the Treasury for further collection under the Treasury Offset Program (TOP) or through Treasury’s cross servicing programs.

The DMC operates a centralized debt collection program for VBA and provides administrative offset services to VHA. As a leader in the Federal debt management community, and a complete accounts receivable resource, the DMC oversees the entire collection process for VBA employing every collection tool available to Federal agencies.

VHA and the DMC partnered to initiate an expansion of the debt collection tools used in the collection of first party medical debts. This year was the first phase of that partnership that led to the decision to modify VistA and the related interfaces to launch Administrative Wage Garnishment, Private Collection Agencies, and Treasury Debt Collection tools. The DMC has procured services for this modification in phase two, increasing revenue as a result of this partnership with VHA.

DMC also expanded its partnership with VBA adding a new debt collection tool, Administrative Wage Garnishment, resulting in $3.1 million in garnished wages during FY 2013.

Centralized Processing of Debt Disputes

Prior to April 2013, schools had two options for disputing their debts. They could either contact their VBA Regional Processing Office (RPO) or the DMC. Recognizing the issues this caused through the numerous inquiries the DMC received, the DMC collaborated with VBA to streamline the process. In April 2013, VBA and the DMC collaborated and issued VA-wide guidance on a new dispute process. The DMC is now the single point of contact for schools for any established debts being disputed. This allows schools to communicate with one single VA entity, which should reduce confusion or duplication of efforts. This new process ensures collection efforts are suspended during the dispute process. Additionally, this provides clear oversight in tracking and addressing outstanding disputes. As part of this new process, the DMC is sending acknowledgement of the dispute to the school, and following up with any change in status in an effort to provide the feedback the schools requested. These changes have greatly improved customer service.

This chart depicts collections/offsets for FY 2011 - FY 2013. The amounts reflect collections/offsets on benefit debts as well as offsets for VHA medical debts. Please note that the VHA numbers for FY 2013 include collections from both Medical Care Cost Recovery (MCCR) and Treasury Offset Program (TOP).
Customer Collaboration/Partnership

This fiscal year, the DMC experienced a substantial workload increase as a result of the Post 9/11 GI Bill Program (Chapter 33). Although this program was implemented in August 2009, FY 2013 was the first year colleges and universities were referred to the Treasury Offset Program (TOP). Within a very short period of time of these debts being referred to the Department of the Treasury, the DMC saw a significant increase in e-mail and telephone communication. As a result, VBA and the DMC partnered to help streamline and improve the schools’ interaction with VA. This partnership resulted in a number of process and programmatic enhancements that have significantly helped schools navigate through this education program. Outreach to schools and educational program coordinators increased throughout the year including inviting institutional feedback that has been included in procedural enhancements within our processes. Outreach efforts in 2013 included contact with over 3,400 Veteran Service Organization and school officials. This is an increase of 55 percent over FY 2012 accomplishments.

Improving Customer Service

The DMC continues to aggressively move forward, with our participation in Secretary Shinseki’s Veterans Relationship Management (VRM) initiative, encompassed in VA’s Strategic Plan. In FY 2013, the DMC increased its toll free telephone lines from 96 to 144 and increased service hours by 30 minutes a day providing customer service for 10.5 hours daily. This enhancement coupled with future software improvements such as call routing, call transfers, waiting time announcement, virtual hold, scheduled call back and interactive voice response with self-service options, will significantly enhance the customer experience.

Financial Management Segment Plans for FY 2014 and Beyond

◆ FSC Projected Revenue Trend. Revenue from VHA CBO will continue to increase in FY 2014 and FY 2015 as Fee Basis Modernization healthcare claims processing (HCP) is released and deployed at VISN 11 sites. A national rollout decision to deploy Fee Basis Modernization nationwide is scheduled for FY 2015. In addition, Payroll Support Services revenue is projected to increase during this time frame as the FSC begins overseeing the operations and maintenance of the VA Time and Attendance System (VATAS).

◆ SAM/CARS Implementation.
The FSC’s Financial Accounting Service (FAS) is implementing the Treasury Shared Accounting Module (SAM) to validate or derive Treasury Account Symbol-Budget Event Type Code (TAS-BETC) data for cash transactions from the point of origin for and Central Accounting Reporting Module (CARS) to report cash transactions with a TAS-BETC to Treasury at point of origin for Agency Location Codes (ALCs) managed by FAS. The three ALCs managed by FAS are 36000102, 36000200 and 36001200. CARS replaces the requirement for monthly submission of an SF 224, Statement of Transactions, eliminates all Statement of Differences (SODs), and allows for daily reclassification of transactions if the TAS-BETC is incorrect or transactions are reported to default TAS-BETCs. Implementation involves three areas: Collections, IPAC, and Payments. In FY 2013, FAS successfully implemented SAM and CARS for Collections and IPAC in ALCs 36000102 and 36000200. Implementation of SAM and CARS Payments for ALCs 36000102 and 36000200 and all three areas for ALC 36001200 will continue into FY 2014.

◆ Veterans Relationship Management (VRM).
In late FY 2013 and into FY 2014, the DMC will implement the next phase to support VA’s strategic goal of VRM. The VRM phone center technology and processes will include:
- skills-based call routing
- supervisory monitoring
- call transfers
- call recording for customer service improvement and audit trail
- call wait-time announcement
- centralized performance monitoring
- virtual hold
- scheduled call back
- inter-active voice response
Coupling these technological tools with our improvements in incoming call capacity we are setting our eyes on becoming further, a customer service center of excellence.
Automation Advancements
The SIC continues to work through e-Government initiatives to improve its processes. In FY 2012, the SIC began the process to develop a Web-based automated “Request” tool that would provide a consolidated method to request and track employee and contractor background investigations. The Web-based application is the Personnel Security and Suitability System (PSSS). It is anticipated in FY 2014; PSSS will replace the current Contractor Request Database and the SIC SharePoint Portal for uploading documents. It will provide the requestor an automated tool to track the current status of the background investigation that will be available twenty-four/seven/three hundred and sixty-five days a year. Currently, the only method of obtaining the status of an investigation is to call the SIC help desk during business hours. Additionally, adjudication certificates of investigation (COI) will be uploaded in PSSS as a secure method of delivery of sensitive material containing personally identifiable information (PII). This will make the COIs available for future re-printing immediately in the field should the need arise.

Office of Personnel Management (OPM) Connect:Direct
The SIC completed the process of receiving all completed OPM investigation case files in an electronically encrypted PDF format file utilizing the computer program Connect:Direct. This electronic delivery eliminates the requirement for OPM to mail paper copies of completed investigation case files to the SIC, reducing delivery time from 7 to 10 days to within 24 hours of completion. This allows the cases to be adjudicated, reported, and the COI archived much more efficiently, by eliminating the handling, parsing, and destruction of each individual case file previously received as a paper file.

Dedicated Support Teams
In FY 2013, the SIC developed a support team to provide clients with Homeland Security Presidential Directive 12 (HSPD-12) credentialing validation, which is necessary before a PIV card can be issued to contractors. This team will validate all contractors ensuring that they have either a background investigation completed or scheduled at OPM to the requesting PIV issuing facility.

Additionally, a second team was developed to provide expedited and dedicated background investigation processing for the Office of Information and Technology (OIT), per their request and agreement in a service level agreement (SLA). The OIT Direct Support Team will provide immediate and continuous background investigation processing to OIT at an expedited level as the SIC increases its projected level of production by 20 percent.

SIC Investigations
During FY 2013, the emphasis placed by the CRISP is a major reason background investigations continue to increase over previous levels. In addition, Executive Order 13488 Reciprocity on Excepted Service and Federal Contractor Employee Fitness and Reinvestigation of Individuals in Positions of Public Trust, has increased the requirement for re-investigation of Moderate Level Public Trust positions in addition to the requirement for high risk positions. Even though the requirement is not fully implemented by OPM, the SIC is already experiencing an increased work flow and revenue stream. FY 2013 demonstrated increases in the total number of background investigations and for the first time in the history of the SIC, total investigation actions exceeded 22,000.
Accreditation

- **Federal Law Enforcement Training Accreditation (FLETA):** In FY 2013, LETC had additional programs accredited by the FLETA Board, the VA Basic Police Officer Course (BPOC) and Instructor Development program. The VA BPOC received **Six** best practice recommendations from the assessment team, the most achieved by any institution since FLETA began accreditation in 2005. In addition, the LETC Director is now a member of the FLETA Board of Directors.

- **Successful Curriculum Review:** During FY 2013, the LETC’s programs were re-evaluated for continued compliance by the University of Arkansas Little Rock (UALR). The Chancellor and faculty of the University Criminal Justice Program evaluate the course curriculum every two years. VA BPOC students are eligible to receive nine semester hours of credit through the University of Arkansas system after successful completion of the course (increased from six with the expansion of the BPOC). The LETC also received University credit for its United States Air Force (USAF) BPOC in FY 2012, with reevaluation due in FY 2014. Students successfully completing the course are eligible to receive six credit hours.

Training

The LETC is the only Federal provider offering specialized training dealing with assaultive patients and policing in a healthcare environment (mandated by Title 38 U.S.C.) Located on a VA campus, the LETC provides police officers the opportunity to train in an environment similar to the one in which they currently work. In FY 2013, the LETC trained over 2,103 law enforcement professionals, down from 2,424 in FY 2012 and 2,397 in FY 2011. The 13 percent decrease in enrollment in FY 2013 is contributed to budget reductions, sequestration and initiatives to improve efficiencies in the government with a heavy emphasis placed on the reduction of travel and training.

In FY 2013, 1,908 VA police officers and 195 police officers from other government agencies received basic and specialized training at the Little Rock campus. This is a 13 percent decrease from FY 2012, when the LETC trained 2,105 VA and 319 OGA police officers.
Training Enhancements

The LETC identified methods to meet the training needs for its customers, while reducing cost by implementing new courses that in some instances, enables the LETC to export specific training to field locations, saving customers travel and tuition funds.

Some new courses include:

- **Fraud/Computer Crime Course** is a 40-hour course which prepares law enforcement officers to properly protect and seize computer components that possess evidentiary value, and to identify and investigate fraudulent activity common within a VA medical center.

- **Ground Defense and Recovery Recertification Course** is a 40-hour block of instruction designed which recertificates law enforcement officers as ground defense and recovery instructors in the field. The course provides refresher materials covering how to properly train police officers in the use of the baton and application of unarmed defensive techniques. Recertification is required not more than three years from the previous certification date.

- **Mobile Training Teams – 3 Days (Min 10 students).** This course is targeted towards dispatchers, administrators, evidence custodians and similar positions. It is offered at a fixed price per student, plus customer reimbursement of the LETC instructors’ travel related expenses.

- **Mobile Training Teams – 5 Days (Min 10 students).** Any of the LETC’s 40-hour courses are offered at a fixed price per student, plus customer reimbursement of the LETC instructors’ travel related expenses.

- **Mobile Training Teams – 10 Days (Min 10 students).** Any of the LETC’s 80-hour courses are offered at a fixed price per student plus customer reimbursement of the LETC instructors’ travel related expenses.

- **Verbal Defense in HealthCare** is an 8-hour class that provides a multi-disciplinary approach to educating participants in verbal de-escalation techniques. This course utilizes classroom presentation, multi-media and role-playing scenarios to provide students with the means and capabilities to effectively communicate with disruptive individuals, set appropriate boundaries and gain voluntary compliance. The goal of this course is to increase both patient and employee satisfaction and to reduce the potential for violence and injury. The customer reimburses the LETC for the LETC instructors’ travel-related expenses.
Security and Law Enforcement Segment plans for 2014 and Beyond

◆ **Training.**
In FY 2014, the LETC will prepare additional instructor and investigative programs for FLETA accreditation. Accreditation enhances customer confidence in the quality of the programs and increases marketability.

The LETC will establish an OGA Advisory Council. It will be comprised of senior OGA HQs and field leadership from customer agencies. This group will be used as a platform for direct input from senior OGA leadership to ensure training is developed in response to those needs.

◆ **Process Improvement.**
The LETC is in the final stages of completing the Web-based conversion of its Veterans Affairs Police Software (VAPS) program. The conversion will eliminate the use of the citrix platform and server farm, and incorporate enhanced functions and operability. Eliminating the citrix server farm will also significantly reduce costs starting in FY 2015. In FY 2014, the LETC will fully deploy the VAPS program. When fully deployed, VAPS enhancements will significantly reduce duplication in several areas of police administration. As VAPS is capable of integrating with our proposed student management system, we will reduce duplication further as crossover information can automatically be housed and updated in both systems.

◆ **New OPM Requirement.**
OPM has developed a new Suitability Training course; all Government Adjudicators will be required to successfully complete this training by obtaining a passing score on an end of course test. OPM is charging a fixed price per adjudicator to attend (plus travel costs) and the estimate is $1.2M to train adjudicators under the current VA configuration. The Personnel Security and Suitability (PSS) Office in charge of policy is updating a draft of VA 0710 Handbook to state that employee NACIs and adjudication only NACIs may be forwarded to the SIC. The usage of the SIC expertise will offer availability to VA customers an alternative to the expense of training vast amounts of Adjudicators.

◆ **Personnel Security and Suitability System (PSSS).**
The SIC will continue the development of this system that will be available across the VA enterprise to administrations, staff offices, contracting officers, contracting officer representatives (CORs), and personnel security specialists, and will contain employee National Security and Public Trust position background investigation information and all contractor background investigation information. Deployment of PSSS is planned for FY 2014 and will:

- Provide one end-to-end system with all background investigation information
- Facilitate a path that ensures complete packets are submitted
- Reducing processing time
- Allow complete transparency 24/7/365 on an individual case status to authorized VA personnel in the field
- Allow the field access to Adjudication certificates as the need arises
GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES

VA’s Guiding Principles, Strategic Goals, and Integrated Objectives

◆ Guiding principles

- People-centric: Veterans and their families are the centerpiece of our mission and of everything we do. Equally essential are the people who are the backbone of the Department – our talented and diverse workforce.

- Results-driven: We will be measured by our accomplishments, not by our promises.

- Forward-looking: We will seek out opportunities for delivering the best services with available resources, continually challenging ourselves to do things smarter and more effectively.

◆ Strategic goals

- Improve the quality and accessibility of healthcare, benefits, and memorial services while optimizing value.

- Increase Veteran client satisfaction with health, education, training, counseling, financial, and burial benefits and services.

- Raise readiness to provide services and protect people and assets continuously and in time of crisis.

- Improve internal customer satisfaction with management systems and support services to make VA an employer of choice by investing in human capital.

◆ Integrated objectives

- VA integrated objective 1: Make it easier for Veterans and their families to receive the right benefits, meeting their expectations for quality, timeliness, and responsiveness.

- VA integrated objective 2: Educate and empower Veterans and their families through proactive outreach and effective advocacy.

- VA integrated objective 3: Build our internal capacity to serve Veterans, their families, our employees, and other stakeholders efficiently and effectively.
The VA Franchise Fund goals support VA goals by:

- Ensuring all applications processing support and general support are of the highest quality.
- Ensuring debt management collection services for delinquent consumer debt meet customer needs and requirements.
- Ensuring financial services meet customer needs and requirements.
- Ensuring VA’s work environment is recognized by employees as conducive to productivity and achievement and fosters respect among all.
- Ensuring high-quality and timely background investigations and adjudications for employees in national security and public trust positions, and customer identification badges are issued without delay.
- Ensuring accurate records management and secure archival storage, protection, and retrieval services for Veterans’ records and other stored Federal records.
- Establishing and managing the business aspects of the Fund.
The performance information presented below accurately represents the Enterprise Centers’ performance during FYs 2010–2013. We are committed to ensuring that reported performance information is accurate and based on reliable information, and we continually seek to improve our data collection and monitoring techniques.

Each component of the VA Franchise Fund is committed to achieving its performance goals to ensure that we remain a performance-based organization.

### PERFORMANCE SUMMARY TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Measure</th>
<th>Actuals</th>
<th>Plan</th>
<th>Were 2013 Goals Achieved or Exceeded?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ranking within top 12.5% in the Information Technology Customer Satisfaction database</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total collections per dollar spent on collection activities</td>
<td>$149</td>
<td>$136</td>
<td>$98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of Veterans or beneficiaries who contacted DMC without receiving a busy signal</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment processing accuracy rate</td>
<td>98.9%</td>
<td>99.3%</td>
<td>99.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class graduation rate</td>
<td>97.2%</td>
<td>96.6%</td>
<td>97.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of investigations that are completed within the established timeframes</td>
<td>98.0%</td>
<td>94.0%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of recalled records that are shipped securely and accurately to requesting facilities within established timeframes</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of audit qualifications for the VA Enterprise Centers</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 For a decade, EO contracted with Gartner to conduct an information technology customer satisfaction survey of its customers. During that time period, EO consistently scored in the top 15 percent of organizations, both public and private, in Gartner’s database. OIT is now conducting a centralized customer satisfaction survey covering all IT services, eliminating the need for EO to conduct its own survey. Beginning in 2011, VA used the American Customer Satisfactory Index survey. The survey results do not have any performance measures applicable to EO. Customer satisfaction was addressed at the OIT level and was not specific to EO. The only EO-specific results related to employee satisfaction. We’ll request that OIT add EO-specific customer satisfaction questions in addition to specific performance measures, such as availability (i.e. up time), to VA’s semi-annual survey.

2 Based on internal audits of FSC processed payments, FSC’s payment processing accuracy rate fell slightly below the 99.4% goal. Audit reviews indicate errors with processing certified invoices with discount terms offered and vendor selection caused the overall payment accuracy rate on sampled payments to fall slightly to 99 percent.
PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS DURING FY 2013

◆ The EO strives to keep personnel trained in the latest technology and to maintain a technical infrastructure with current business trends. In doing so, the EO continues to pursue new technological capabilities such as the implementation of virtual server technology.

◆ The DMC exceeded our performance goal of 95 percent of Veterans or beneficiaries who contacted the DMC without receiving a busy signal in FY 2013, by increasing the number of phone lines on the Toll-free line from 96 to 144 and increasing the total number of financial specialist phone agents to 56.

◆ The FSC’s intragovernmental accounting section continued to make the corrections to reduce reconciliation differences between VA and its trading partners. During FY 2013 the FSC processed over $575 million in corrections.

◆ The LETC has steadily worked during FY 2013, to ensure that training standards met the accreditation requirements from the University of Arkansas at Little Rock (UALR).

◆ The RCV streamlined its online Records Retrieval System (RRS) to synchronize with the VA-wide network login. Registered users need only log into the VA network then visit the RRS website to access RRS.

◆ The SIC’s background investigations continued to increase over previous levels due to continued emphasis placed by the CRISP. The backlog of background investigations has been cleared and the SIC has met the OPM requirement of adjudicating investigations within 20 days and suitability background investigations within 90 days of case completions.

◆ For the 16th consecutive year, the audited financial statements of the VA Franchise Fund received an unqualified “clean” opinion.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT ANALYSIS

The consolidated financial statements present the Franchise Fund’s (Fund) financial position, cumulative results of operations, changes in net position, and information on budgetary resources for FY 2013 and FY 2012. Highlights of the information contained in the consolidated financial statements are summarized in this section.

Overview of Financial Position

Assets
The Consolidated Balance Sheets reflect the Fund’s asset balances of $313 million as of September 30, 2013. This is an increase of $51 million (19 percent over the previous year’s total assets of $262 million). The increase in asset balances is largely due to the EO and FSC. EO along with the other Enterprise Centers increased the timeliness of collections from customers. The FSC increase is due to a new capital lease and the progress of a software project in development.

The Fund’s assets as presented in the Consolidated Balance Sheets are summarized in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fund Balance with Treasury</td>
<td>$200,527</td>
<td>$160,214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property, Plant and Equipment, Net</td>
<td>72,576</td>
<td>63,148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounts Receivable, Net</td>
<td>38,859</td>
<td>36,493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Assets</td>
<td>1,403</td>
<td>2,339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Assets</strong></td>
<td><strong>$313,365</strong></td>
<td><strong>$262,194</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Liabilities
The Fund had total liabilities of $96 million as of September 30, 2013. This represents an increase of $12 million (14 percent over the previous year’s total liabilities of $84 million). The increase in accrued payables from September 2012 to September 2013 is due to the FSC. The FSC’s accrued payables increase was due to service order accruals resulting from an increase in business.

Department auditors found VA was not reporting accrued liabilities in accordance with federal financial reporting guidelines. The Fund has reclassified the balances of accrued liabilities for services as accounts payable in the general ledger.
The Fund’s liabilities as presented in the Consolidated Balance Sheets are summarized in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Dollars in Thousands)</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounts Payable</td>
<td>$77,542</td>
<td>$66,414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Liabilities</td>
<td>18,166</td>
<td>17,635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Liabilities</td>
<td>$95,708</td>
<td>$84,049</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Net Position**
The Fund’s net position increased by $39.6 million in FY 2013 on the Consolidated Balance Sheets and the Consolidated Statement of Changes in Net Position. The net position for the Fund was $217.7 million in FY 2013, which yielded a 22 percent increase from FY 2012’s ending net position of $178.1 million. Net position is the sum of unexpended funds and cumulative results of operations.

**Net Cost**
The Fund’s net cost of operations incurred a net gain of $25.8 million in FY 2013, as reflected in the Consolidated Statement of Net Cost.

**Budgetary Resources**
The Combined Statement of Budgetary Resources presents budgetary resources made available to the Fund during the year and the resulting status of budgetary resources at year-end. The Fund does not receive an annual appropriation from Congress. The Fund is fully self-sustained by recovering all costs through reimbursements for services provided. The Fund had total budgetary resources of $585 million, a $28.2 million increase from the FY 2012 level of $556.8 million.

The Fund’s Budgetary Resources as presented in the Combined Statement of Budgetary Resources are summarized in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Dollars in Thousands)</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beginning Unobligated Balance</td>
<td>$111,647</td>
<td>$103,411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spending Authority earned &amp; collected</td>
<td>504,344</td>
<td>442,573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in Receivable from Federal Sources</td>
<td>2,392</td>
<td>4,886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in Unfilled Customer Orders</td>
<td>(33,372)</td>
<td>5,921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Budgetary Resources</td>
<td>$585,011</td>
<td>$556,791</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Management Assurances**
The financial and performance data presented in this report are complete and reliable. Throughout the year, VA Franchise Fund senior managers assess the efficiency and effectiveness of their organizations by analyzing financial and performance data. Management relies on this data to identify material inadequacies in the financial and program performance areas and to identify corrective tasks needed to resolve them.

As part of a VA-wide initiative, Department managers were responsible for establishing and maintaining effective internal controls over financial reporting, which includes safeguarding assets and compliance with applicable laws and regulations. On the basis of statements of written assurance provided by the Under Secretaries, Assistant Secretaries, and other key officials, the Secretary of Veterans Affairs provided reasonable assurance that the internal controls (as described in the Federal Managers’ Financial Integrity Act and Revisions to OMB Circular A-123, Management’s Responsibility for Internal Control) were operating effectively and no new material weaknesses were found. Under the Federal Financial Management Improvement Act, VA reported non-compliance with Federal financial management system requirements as a result of the material weakness related to Information Technology (IT) Security Controls. VA also reported non-compliance with Federal accounting standards related to the Debt Collection Improvement Act. The Secretary’s signed Statement of Qualified Assurance on internal control may be found on page 1-Part IV in the 2013 Department of Veterans Affairs Performance and Accountability Report (http://www.va.gov/budget/docs/report/PartIV/2012-VAPAR_Part_IV.pdf).